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Abstract: This study examines patterns of Amharic-English code-switching in the Amharic media language use. It employed a qualitative descriptive approach, which helped break down the recordings and transcripts into intelligible units that helped explain the various language use forms created by code-switching in the Amharic media. Thus, five Amharic media outlets focusing on sport, medical science, and science and technology were purposively selected to study language use in the Amharic media. Hence, 1090 examples which have both Amharic and English elements were selected. A generic step of data analysis was made so as to classify the different types and patterns of code-switching instances. The findings indicated that the three different types of code-switching, namely tag switching, inter-sentential code-switching, and intra-sentential code-switching, are found in the Amharic media language use. Moreover, it was found that there are different patterns of code-switching from English to Amharic. Thus, it is shown that Amharic is the matrix language and is quite resistant against any change of its basic word order. It can also be seen that the mixed constituents found in the Amharic media confirm that the matrix language frame (MLF) model can satisfactorily explain the patterns of Amharic-English code-switching.
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1. Introduction

Code-switching is a widespread phenomenon in bilingual communities. It is the co-occurrence of two languages or varieties. Gardner-Cholors (2009:4) defines code-switching as bilingual people’s use of several languages or dialects in the same
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conversation or sentence. It affects almost everyone who comes into contact with more than one language or dialect, to a lesser or greater degree.

Richards & Schmidt (2010:89) define code-switching as a speaker’s (or a writer’s) switch from one language or language variety to another. When one speaks in one language and the other responds in a different language, this is known as code-switching. A person may begin speaking one language and then switch to another in the middle of a speech or even in the middle of a sentence. Milroy & Muysken (1995:7) define code-switching as “the alternative use by bilinguals of two or more languages in the same conversation”. Similarly, Auer (1998:3) defines code-switching as the alternating use of two or more languages within one conversation. In a similar manner, Clyne (1987:740) states that code switching is “the alternative use of two languages, either within a sentence or between sentences”.

Bullock & Toribio (2009:2) claim that code-switching is not easy to characterize as it involves a broad range of communication phenomena. This is due to its linguistic manifestation, which may extend from the insertion of a single word to the alternation of languages. Furthermore, patterns of code-switching are not ordered because bilinguals of different proficiency degrees and those who reside in various types of language contact settings produce different patterns.

The contact between two languages will ultimately lead to linguistic interference, where grammar, pronunciation and concepts are transferred from the native language to the foreign language (Galvao, 2009:1).

Poplack (1980:614) theorizes three types of CS from a grammatical standpoint: extra-sentential, inter-sentential and intra-sentential. Extra-sentential switching is the process of inserting tag elements from one language into a monolingual discourse in another. Inter-sentential switching is defined as a switch from one language variety to another outside the sentence or at the clause level. Intra-sentential switching, on the other hand, is switching from one language variety to another within a single utterance at the clause, phrase, or word level.

Muysken (2013:712-713) identifies three types of code-switching. The first type is Alternation, which is a true switch from one language to another with both grammar and lexicon. The second type is Insertion. This is the insertion of lexical items. The third one is congruent lexicalization. This is a situation where two languages share a grammatical structure, which can be filled lexically.

Myers-Scotton (1993b) develops the matrix language frame model based on a Swahili/English corpus of recorded Nairobi conversations. It is a non-linear model inspired by psycholinguistic theories. Since its first appearance (Myers-Scotton, 1993a), this model has been in progressive development to become one of the most influential models and
The MLF model, which has its basis in bilingual speech, is characterized by an asymmetry regarding the participating languages concerned. The two languages partaking in the process of code-switching do not participate equally. The MLF model is motivated by Joshi’s (1985) model, which establishes a formal model for the characterization of intra-sentential code-switching. Joshi uses his Marathi/English code-switching data to apply Garrett’s (1975) speech error study and suggests the asymmetry rule, in which the matrix language is established first and then switched to the embedded language. He asserts that closed class items such as quantifiers, determiners, case markers, prepositions, verbal inflections, auxiliary verbs and possessives cannot be switched. Myers-Scotton (1993a) redefines and further develops the concepts of asymmetry and distinction between closed and open class items in the MLF model. The MLF model is used in the analysis of the code-switching data for this study.

2. Aims of the research
Code-switching can occur in all parts of lives, from casual daily communication to formal media language use. According to Leyew (1998:214), the alternate use of the two languages within a single conversation is seen to be a normal part of the communicative behavior of bilinguals. Indeed, among speakers with a good command of both Amharic and English, code-switching has become a commonly used mode of communication. Moreover, because of the large role English plays in Ethiopia, it seems not to be an easy task to keep this situation under control.

In Ethiopia, Amharic-English code-switching is also a repeatedly appearing phenomenon. Leyew (1998:197) states that code-switching is a widespread phenomenon among speakers of different indigenous languages. As a result, it is very common to hear the alternation of codes, especially from one other language to Amharic. Among educated people, code-switching frequently occurs from Amharic to English. Teferra (2008:172) also gives evidence to show how educated people use English mixed with Amharic. He remarks that well-educated people freely intersperse English lexical items in their speech (code-switching), despite the availability of Amharic equivalents. This might be due to the prestigious status English has in the country. A similar phenomenon concerning code-switching in Ethiopia is explained by Eshetie (2010:9) who states that the majority of society perceives speaking English, or at least mixing English with a local language, as a sign of being educated and/or modernized. This perception would also influence the use of the local language and may show the pressure English exerts on the local languages in Ethiopia.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the patterns and types of Amharic–English
code-switching in the Amharic media. It aims at presenting the instances of code-switching in order to demonstrate the existence of this linguistic phenomenon.

Therefore, this article is concerned with answering the following research questions:
(a) What are the types of code-switching used in the Amharic media?
(b) In what patterns of code-switching are English elements being incorporated into Amharic expressions?

3. Methodology
3.1 Research design
This is a linguistic analysis of media language use in the Amharic media. The study adopted a qualitative descriptive approach, which helped break down the recordings and transcripts into intelligible units that helped explain the various language use forms created by code-switching in Amharic media.

3.2 Samples
In accordance with the focus of the study examining code-switching in Amharic media, it is imperative to clearly define the population. Code-switching in this context specifically refers to one that appears in different Amharic media outlets in Ethiopia. There are different Amharic media outlets in Ethiopia. Thus, it is essential to select those media that are pertinent to the objectives of the current study.

In the current study, the samples selected have a direct relationship with the topic under investigation. In this regard, the selected media fields (sport, science and technology, and medical science) do have a tendency to use numerous English elements in their language use. Therefore, the programs broadcasted and printed for a year in the following Amharic media outlets (four electronics and one print media) in 2007 Ethiopian calendar were purposively selected to study code-switching in the Amharic media. These are EBC Sport, EBS Sport, Tribune Sport, Tech Talk on EBS and Medical Magazine. After a thorough look at the data, 1090 examples which have both Amharic and English elements were selected.

3.3 Data collection method
This study investigated the use of Amharic in the media. Thus, the data source was media programs and publications. As a result, document analysis was the data collection method employed. To meet the objectives of the study, various visual and audio mass media records were collected by using the new digital archive, YouTube. Thus, the data-collection method used in this study was document analysis.

Language alteration is typically an involuntary linguistic activity. Thus, the analysis of code-switching started with collecting recordings of the Amharic media, sports, science and technology, and medical science programs, which are the corpus of this study. Thus, this study chose to work on speech data, one-year programs which consist of two television
programs and two radio programs of different genres, broadcasted and transmitted on different Amharic channels. In addition, a one-year publication of a weekly Amharic magazine on medical and scientific issues was also chosen. After going through the programs and the magazine, a due focus was made only on the mixed and inserted utterances, consisting of Amharic and English elements.

The analysis model selected was the matrix language frame (MLF) model, which was used to analyze the patterns of code-switching utterances occurring in the Amharic media. This model aims to explain how the ultimate surface configurations, composed of matrix language (ML) and embedded language (EL) morphemes, are structured, and the motivation behind such structures.

4. Types of code-switching

This section presents the findings of code-switching pertaining to the types of code-switching in the Amharic media language use in sport, science and technology, and medical science outlets. Below are the three types of code-switching that are identified in the data. These are tag switching, inter-sentential code-switching and intra-sentential code-switching.

4.1 Tag switching

This is an insertion of a tag from one language into the utterances of another. A tag can be inserted in an utterance effortlessly with no violation of syntactic rules because they have negligible syntactic reactions. As a result, they can be used by monolingual speakers.

(1) *I think of teacher big-ART satisfaction people-PL when-know-ART and...*

(2) *Most probably pitch could be at Bahir dar.*

(3) *Why not to short distance to-go down?*

(4) *You can imagine very huge that is galaxy it is...*
‘You can imagine that it is a very huge galaxy.’

In (1) “I think” is used in the sentence to show the regular habit of the users. This type of code-switching is classified as tag switching. These switches could be used so repeatedly that audiences may not even notice when speakers have code-switched. Similarly, in (2) the phrase “most probably”, in (3) “why not”, and “you can imagine” in (4), are tag switches that are used as discourse markers or conversation fillers. These tags are inserted into discourses without disrupting the syntactic structure of the conversational language.

4.2 Inter-sentential switching

This is the type of code-switching from one language to another at a sentence boundary, in which one sentence or clause is in one language and the next one is in another language. In the examples (5)-(8), switching occurs at the end of each language. In inter-sentential switching, a speaker switches from one language to another between different sentences. Similarly, in the examples, the same phenomena took place. In (5), (6) and (8), the utterances begin with complete Amharic sentences followed by English sentences, and in (7), the bilingual clause begins with English and switches to an Amharic clause, then it switches back to an English sentence. As it can be seen, all the switches in the examples in this section take place at the sentence boundary.

(5) 
\( \text{abate} \quad \text{bařam} \quad \text{na-w} \quad \text{mi-sara-w} \quad \text{HE IS VERY DRIVEN}. \)

my father very hard is-3MS 3MS-works-OBJ he is very driven

‘My father works very hard; he is very driven.’

(6) 
\( \text{ahun} \quad \text{silə} \quad \text{i-tijoPjia} \quad \text{hulle} \quad \text{na-w} \quad \text{mi-jassib-əw} \quad \text{HE JUST WORKS} \)

now about Ethiopia always is-3MS 3MS-think-OBJ he just works

EXTREMELY HARD.

‘Now he always thinks about Ethiopia, he just works extremely hard.’

(7) 
\( \text{THE BEST THING ABOUT BEING PROFESSOR IS INTERACTING WITH THE STUDENT} \quad \text{ʔahun} \quad \text{təmarī} \quad \text{mi-tə-əj} \quad \text{jihen} \quad \text{mokkiri-n} \quad \text{tə-sakkal-in} \quad \text{si-jiú-n} \quad \text{HE JUST PURE JOY}. \)

the best thing about being professor is interacting with the students now student come-3MS this try-1PL PASS-achieve-1PL when- say-3PL

IT’S JUST PURE JOY.

‘The best thing about being professor is interacting with the students; when students come and say having tried this we succeeded this, it is a pure joy.’

(8) 
\( \text{ahun} \quad \text{j-aljí-əw} \quad \text{wədə} \quad \text{mi-kaftil-əw} \quad \text{tijjaće} \quad \text{ja-mora-n-all}. \)

now that-say-2FS-ART to 3MS-next-OBJ question 3MS-leads-1PL-AUX

WHAT IN THE WORLD IS MATERIAL SCIENCE?

what in the world is material science
‘What you have said now leads us to the next question; what in the world is material science?’

4.3 Intra-sentential switching

This is a type of code-switching where two languages occur in a single sentence. Speakers switch from one language to another within the same sentence in this type of switching. As a result, a sentence will contain two or more languages. Muysken (1995) says that in an inter-sentential CS, the switch occurs at the clause or sentence boundary where a clause or a sentence is in one language and the latter is in a different language.

The examples from (9) to (12) are all examples of intra-sentential code-switching where all the switched elements are within sentence boundaries. So, in the utterances, it is seen that the speakers code-switch between the two languages (Amharic and English) within the same sentence. Therefore, in examples (9) and (11), the speakers mixed nouns (N), while in (10) and (12), noun phrases (NP) are mixed. The intra-sentential code-switching from Amharic to English will be seen in various syntactical categories in further discussions.

Here in this section, we can also see two categories of words. The first one is science and technology words, and the other one is media-related words. Thus, amongst the intra-sentential code-switched English words in this section, only one word is found to be in the category of science and technology, which is found in (9), “sɨlə-drone-o”. However, the rest of the intra-sentential code-switched instances in (10), (11) and (12) fall in to the category of words related to media.

5. Patterns of the occurrence of English adjectives

English adjectives are found with the Amharic modifiers: demonstrative pronouns and quantifiers.

5.1 Amharic demonstrative pronoun + English adjectives

In the data of this study, it is realized that when English adjectives are embedded in
Amharic, they are modified by Amharic demonstrative pronouns. Some instances are presented below.

(13) jihe bəťam CRITICAL tījake nə-w.
PDEM very critical question is-3MS
‘This is a very critical question.’

(14) jihe FUNDAMENTAL QUESTION nə-w.
PDEM fundamental question is-3MS
‘This is a fundamental question.’

(15) ja POWERFUL MESSAGE nə-w.
PDEM powerful message is-3MS
‘That is a powerful message.’

As it can be seen from the examples (13)-(15), the Amharic demonstrative pronouns jihe, which means ‘this’ and -ja, which means ‘that’ are used to express the order (distance) of the issue in the context of the discussion. So, the English adjectives critical, fundamental and powerful are modified by the Amharic demonstrative pronouns to show the order in which they are used within the context of the discussion.

5.2 Amharic quantifiers + English adjectives

Quant amazing that-be-3PL of-weather fact-PL-ACC 1PL-look-OBJ
‘Let us look at some amazing weather facts.’

(17) ʔand INTERESTING FACT ʔasaj-afihu-all-əhu.
Quant interesting fact show-PL-AUX-1S
‘I will show you an interesting fact.’

(18) sost moto PROFESSIONAL DANCE-ənih-offf ta-satif-aw-all.
three hundred professional dance-NOM-PL PASS-participate-3PL-AUX
‘Three hundred professional dancers have participated.’

(19) ʔasra ʔanddənihaw BIONIC EYE wəjim ARTIFICIAL EYE nə-w.
Quant bionic eye or artificial eye is-3MS
‘The eleventh one is bionic eye or artificial eye.’

English adjectives, when embedded in Amharic can also be modified by Amharic quantifiers. In examples (16)-(19), the English adjectives amazing, interesting, professional and bionic occur with the Amharic quantifiers ʔandand meaning ‘some’, ʔand meaning ‘one’, sost moto meaning ‘three hundred’ and ʔasra ʔanddənihaw meaning ‘the eleventh’.

5.3 English adjectives + Amharic nouns

(20) SENIOR tačawaf-offf-in ba-rūr ji-tačawaf-offf ‘ ziwiwwir məskot
senior player-PL-ACC on-January of-player-PL transfer window
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It is possible to sign senior players on the January players transfer window.

‘You don’t find these types with normal competitions.’

Legend players are made to play.

‘Taking off his artificial legs, he dives to swim.’

In the data, it is also found that English adjectives occur alone without the Amharic modifiers within the Amharic grammatical frame. As it can be seen in (20)-(23), the English adjectives senior, normal, legend, artificial and administrative are used to modify the Amharic lexical elements that are found right next to them.

6. Patterns of occurrence of English nouns

6.1 English noun + Amharic plural marker

English nouns in ML + EL constituents express the notion of plural marking through their mixture with the following Amharic plural suffixes.

‘Besides, what are the specialties found within it?’

‘There are many qualities that they lack on attackers level.’

‘When we move in there, there are libraries.’

‘It is where all the wireless devices will be presented.’

‘These air masses will create collision.’
so far PP-seen-1PL-3PL press conference-PL that-much better it was

‘The press conference was much better than what we have seen so far.’

In the examples (24)-(29), the English nouns and noun phrases specialty, quality, library, wireless device, air mass and press conference are realized in the ML of Amharic rather than in English, which is the EL. In Amharic, singular is not morphologically marked, but nouns as we have seen in the above examples, are morphologically marked for plural. The common plural number marking in Amharic is suffixation. The plural marker -oʧʧ is used to express plurality of nouns. Alternation may occur in the process of suffixation based on the type of final consonant or vowel sounds of the nouns. In the code-switched instances (27), (28) and (29), we can see nouns ending in consonant use the Amharic suffix -oʧʧ as a plural marker. On the other hand, in the examples (24)-(26), where the nouns end in vowels, the plural marker suffixes take the form -woʧʧ.

The code-switched instances in this section can also be further categorized into abstract nouns, scientific and technical terms and modern civilization words. As can be seen in the instances the nouns in (24)-(26), which say “speciality-woʧʧ” in (24) and “quality-woʧʧ” in (25) can be classified as abstract nouns. Thus, these instances show that the plural marker of English abstract nouns in code-switched instances is realized in ML Amharic.

The second category of code-switched nouns that can be seen in this section is scientific and technical terms. These words are related to science and technology. Therefore, the code-switched instances in (27) and (28) “wireless device-оʧʧ” and “air mass-оʧʧ” are considered as science-and-technology-related words. In a similar manner, the plural marker of the nouns in this category is also realized in Amharic the matrix language rather than in English.

The third category of code-switched English nouns found in this section is modern civilization words. The instances of this category are found in (26) “library-woʧʧ” and (29) “press conference-оʧʧ”. Similar to the above two categories in this section, the plural marker of these nouns is also realized in Amharic as it is the matrix language.

Having looked at the English nouns code-switched into Amharic using the Amharic language plural marker, it would be reasonable to see whether singular English nouns code-switching may take place. As it has already been explained, in Amharic singular is not morphologically marked. Thus, singular nouns from English may be code-switched; however, English nouns would be integrated into Amharic as a bare form.

6.2 English noun + Amharic definite article

Here, in the following code switched instances, the English noun phrases take the Amharic definite marker suffixes to show definite nouns.
Unlike English, Amharic singular indefinite nouns do not need to be specified by a determiner. They remain bare singular nouns, and they can receive indefinite interpretations. Amharic definite article takes gender category. Therefore, it uses the suffixes \(-u\) or \(-w\) to show definiteness for masculine, and \(-wa\) is used to form definite marker in feminine. The suffix \(-u\) is used after noun phrases ending in consonants, whereas \(-w\) is used after those ending in a vowel. In English, the definite article \(the\) occurs before the noun phrase to show definiteness. Here, in the examples (30)-(32), the noun phrases (current situation, television screen, supervision team) end in consonant sounds. As a result, their Amharic definite article marker is the suffix \(-u\). Whereas, in instances (34) and (35), in terms of the noun phrases anti-doping agency and “Olympic committee”, their ending sounds are vowels, which results in \(-w\) becoming the definite article marker. In example (33), the suffix \(-wa\) is used to show feminine definite marker after the noun president. In all the examples, the definite article marker is a suffix, which is contrary to English where the definite marker is a prefix. This clearly shows us that Amharic is the ML, which contributes the morpho-syntactic frame for the code-switched utterances.

Furthermore, English nouns and noun phrases in this code-switching section fall into three categories. The first group of words are those which are related to sport as in (34)
“(wada) anti-doping agency-u” and (35) “olympic committee-u”. The other group is words that are related to administration. These words include instances in (30) “current situation-u”, (32) “supervision team-u” and “president-wa” in (33). The third one is a media-related noun phrase found in (31) “television screen-u”. As it can be seen in this section, definiteness in the code-switched English nouns and noun phrases is marked by using the Amharic definite marker suffixes in all the three categories.

6.3 English noun + Amharic possessive marker

In Amharic, there are two ways of constructing possessive. The first one is formed by attaching a possessive suffix to the noun stem. The second way of constructing possessive marker in Amharic is by using the genitive prefix ja-. It is attached to an independent pronoun or a noun to express ownership. In the instances below, Amharic/English code-switched utterances are presented to show the English nouns integrated in the Amharic language morpho-syntax by using different Amharic affixes.

(36) EDITOR-e ɨssu na-w .
   editor-1S.POSS 3MS is-3MS
   ‘He is my editor.’
(37) TRAINING-e-n bədnəb nəbbəor ja-m-səra-w .
   training-1S.POSS-ACC seriously was that-1S-work-OBJ
   ‘I was doing my training seriously.’
(38) AUDIENCE-h-n mə-lajst mə-fəl ʔalləbb-ih .
   audience-2MS.POSS-ACC to-identify to-be able should-2MS
   ‘You should be able to identify your audience.’
(39) man nə-w ROLE MODEL-h ?
   who is-3MS role model-2MS.POSS
   ‘Who is your role model?’
(40) wədə ACADEMIC LIFE-f inni-məlas .
   to academic life-2FS.POSS 1PL-get back
   ‘Let us get back to your academic life.’
(41) PERFORMANCE-u baṭəm tîru nə-w .
   performance-3M.Poss very good is-3MS
   ‘His performance is very good.’
(42) SQUAD-u dagmo baṭəm tîk ma-hon ʔalləbb-ət .
   squad-3MS.POSS as well very deep to-be must-3MS
   ‘Its squad as well should be very deep.’
(43) MOBILITY-w baṭəm ja-tə-sakka na-bəbor .
   mobility-3MS.POSS very that-PASS-successful 3MS-Was
   ‘His mobility was very successful.’
In the examples (36)-(50), the English nouns tend to be modified by Amharic possessive markers in the bilingual utterances. In (36) and (37), the English nouns editor and training use the suffix -e, which means ‘my’ to form first person singular possession. In (38) and (39), the English nouns audience and role model are modified by the Amharic language possessive marker suffix -h, to show second person masculine possession. In (40), the Amharic possessive marker suffix -f, is used on the English noun phrase academic life, to show possession in second person feminine singular noun. In (41)-(42), and (43)-(44), the English nouns performance, squad, mobility and bureau are integrated into the ML morpho-syntax as they are suffixed by the Amharic third person masculine singular markers -u and -w respectively. In (45)-(46), the English nouns program and sponsor, take the Amharic suffix -affin to show the first person plural possession in the bilingual clause. The English nouns audience and comment in the examples (47)-(48) are modified by the Amharic second person plural possessive marker -affihu. The examples in (49)-(50) show integration with the ML Amharic as the English nouns management and football are modified by the Amharic third person plural possessive marker -affow. In the above examples, it is clearly seen that the English nouns are integrated in the ML Amharic
Moreover, the code-switched English nouns and noun phrases in this section are further categorized into three classifications. As a result, the first group of nouns and noun phrases are media-related words, the second group is sport-related words and the third group is words related to administration. Hence, the media-related nouns and noun phrases are those found in (36) “editor-ə”, (38) “audience-h-n”, (40) “academic life-ʃ”, (45) “program-əffən”, (46) “sponsor-əffən-n”, (47) “audience-əffihu-n”, (48) “comment-əffihu-n”. The second category of English nouns and noun phrases are sport-related words that are found in (37) “training-e-n”, (39) “role model-h”, (41)-(43) “performance-u”, “squad-u”, “mobility-w” and (53) “football-əffəw”. The third group of nouns and noun phrases in this section are words related to administration that are found in (44) “bureau-w” and (49) “management-əffəw”. Thus, looking at the code-switched nouns and noun phrases, in all the three categories possession is marked with the matrix language Amharic possessive marker suffixes across all the three categories.

In the following instances (51)-(54), the second way of constructing Amharic possessive is presented.

(51) ɨndə-ʔahun-u  jə-INTERNET.ACCESS  bə-al-nəbbər-ə  gizə .
like-now-ART  POSS-internet access  by-NEG-was-3MS  time
‘By the time when the internet access was not available like now.’

(52)  jə-CLUB-əff  ʔaddənədədəm  ma-ffətəf  ʔalləbb-ə-t .
of-club-PL  organization  to-investigate  should-3MS-OBJ
‘The clubs’ organization should be investigated.’

(53)  jə-BASKETBAL BOARD  əffər  ʔall-ə .
of-basketball board  problem  there-3MS
‘There is a problem of basketball board.’

(54)  jə-HUMIDITY  əffər  k-al-hon-ə  bostəkər .
of-humidity  problem  if-NEG-be-3MS  otherwise
‘If it is not a problem of humidity.’

Here again the English nouns and noun phrases are modified by the Amharic possessive marker prefix jə-. So, the English noun phrases in the instances (51) internet access and (53) basketball board are prefixed by the Amharic inflection jə- to express possession. Moreover, the English nouns in (52) and (54), namely club and humidity are modified by the Amharic possessive marker prefix jə-. In all the above instances, English nouns are well integrated in the Amharic morpho-syntactic frame.

The English nouns and noun phrases that are code-switched into Amharic in this section are classified into two categories. The first group of words fall into science and technology as in (51) “jə-internet access” and (54) “jə-humidity”. The second groups of words are
nouns related to sport as in (52) “jə-club” and (53) “jə-basketball board”.

Unlike the nouns and noun phrases in (36)-(50) which are marked with Amharic possessive marker suffixes, the instances in (51)-(54) are marked with the Amharic possessive marker prefix jə-. Thus, in all the categories, the groups of English nouns and noun phrases that are code-switched into Amharic possession are marked with the Amharic possessive marker prefix jə. This is because Amharic is the matrix language that supplies the morpho-syntactic frame.

7. Patterns of bilingual compound verb formation

The data in this research display that in this kind of verbs English verbal stems appear as the first constituent. Speakers use the English content morphemes in a definite way when English verb forms avail themselves as a better form to meet their purpose. In such instances, the Amharic verbal inflections do not attach themselves to the stem, but the Amharic lexical element, which is the root for “to do” verb, emerges. In addition, all the necessary verbal inflections from Amharic language are added to it. This is how the bilingual verbs are formed. Below different patterns of Amharic-English verbal expressions are discussed.

7.1 English verb stem + ‘do’ verb + Amharic inflections

(55) Kwas tolo CENTER jə-mi-adרג-u ma-hon ?allabb-afflew .

ball at ones center that-3MS-do-3PL to-be must-3PL

‘They should be the ones that make the ball center at ones.’

(56) OVERLAP ijja-dאָרג-a wist' diras ji-goba nə-bbar .

overlap PROG-do-3MS inside up to 3MS-gets in was-3MS

‘He used to get up to inside by making overlap.’

(57) ba-ィziih gize man nə-w BLAME jə-mi-dאָרג-aw ?

at-this time who is-3MS blame that-3MS-do-OBJ

‘Who is going to be blamed at this time?’

(58) ka-ィlam gar UPGRADE m-אָרג ?allabb-in .

with-world together upgrade to-do must-1PL

‘We must upgrade together with the world.’

In the instances presented in section 7.1, the English (embedded language) verb stems appear in mixed constituents as bare forms. This is to mean no English verbal inflections are attached to them. They function as content lexical items. Amharic supplies the ‘do verb’, occurring after the stems to attach the inflections to them. This do verb is a transitive auxiliary verb, which is marked for tense and aspects.

These simple verbs are not the only verbs that are found in the bilingual utterances, but English phrasal verbs are also introduced through the process of ‘do construction’ in the
same way. In the Amharic-English bilingual verb formation, English phrasal verbs occur as a unit. Then, the Amharic ‘do’ verb emerges and all the necessary inflections are added to it. A few examples of English phrasal verbs in the bilingual utterances from the data are presented below in (59) and (60).

7.2 English phrasal verbs + ‘do’ verb + Amharic inflections

(59) PRODUCTION RUN ɨjə-adərəg-ə CUT OFF sa-n-adrəg REPLACE
production run PROG-do-3MS cut off NEG-1PL-do replace
m-adrəg ji-ʃal-all .
to-do 3MS-can-AUX

‘It is possible to replace without cutting off while production is running.’

(60) STUDIO SET UP-u-n indih jə-adərəg-ə-w iss-u na-w .
studio the set up-ART-ACC like this who-do-3MS-ACC he-3MS is-3MS

‘It is him who made the studio set up like this.’

Up to now, we have seen English verb stems occurring as bare forms, but in the data of this research, there are also some instances of non-finite English verb forms. These are English verb stems appearing together with the past participle marker attached to them. Here as well, the bilingual verbs appear in a bare form with helping verbs from Amharic.

7.3 Past participle form of English verb + ‘do’ verb + Amharic inflections

(61) ATHLETE-oʧ-u DISCIPLINED hon-əw təzəgəd-tə-w kə-heđ-u .
athlete-PL-ART disciplined be-OBJ prepared-3PL-OBJ if-go-3PL

‘If the athletes went having been prepared and by being disciplined.’

(62) ʔanddaŋə DEFLECTED hon-o GOAL li-gaba ji-ʃil-all .
firstly deflected be-3MS goal to-gets in 3MS-can-AUX

‘If the athletes went having been prepared and by being disciplined.’

(63) siļzzi-h jə-dʒimma ʔabbabanua bətəm SECURED nə-w .
therefore of-Jimma Ababuna very secured is-3MS

‘Therefore, Jimma Ababunna’s is very much secured.’

(64) bə-jə-rɪç-t-u iiʃəndand-u REGISTERED nə-w .
by-of-distance-ART each of-ART registered is-3MS

‘With respect to its distance, each of it is registered.’

The non-finite English verb stems appearing in Amharic bilingual clauses. In (61)-(64), the past participle verb forms of English occur as a bare form in Amharic bilingual clause. Here again, the Amharic helping verb (‘do’ verb) carries all the required inflections.

8. Patterns of English adverbs in mixed constituents

In this section, grammatical patterns of adverbs, i.e., singly occurring adverbs are integrated into Amharic expressions. The data show that English adverbs are inserted
without any change in their form. In the data of this research, English adverbs occur in the code-switched instances. The English adverbs in the bilingual clauses below from (65)-(69) appear in a bare form, but they are well integrated into the Amharic morpho-syntactic frame.

(65) MESSAGE-u-n CONTINUOUSLY j-astalalif-all .
message-ART-ACC continuously 3MS-transmit-AUX
‘It continuously transmits the message.’

(66) ḥahun j-a-all-a-w nəgər COMPLETELY ḥaj-gonaanə-im .
currently that-found-OBJ thing completely NEG-fit-NEG
‘The thing that is found currently doesn’t fit completely.’

(67) ACTUALLY ɨzza naikal sə-n-gəb-a jə-kərrəf-all .
actually there center 1PL-ACC-enter-3MS 3MS-avoided-AUX
‘Actually, when we get in to that center, it will be avoided.’

(68) Zare wədə ACADEMY OFFICIALLY TRANSFORM ḥadirg-o-all .
today to academy officially transform do-3MS-AUX
‘Today it officially is transformed to academy.’

(69) jih ALREADY m-aš STAGE laj jə-a-lə nə-w .
PDEM already to-finish stage on that-found is-3MS
‘This already is found on the finishing stage.’

In the above instances in section 8, the embedded language (English) adverbs appear as a bare form. Thus, the embedded language content morphemes (English adverbs) are occurring freely in the matrix language (Amharic) morpho-syntactic frame.

Under the MLF model, content morphemes are those which either assign or receive thematic roles. These morphemes are semantic in the sense that they contribute to the semantics of the expression. In the case of adverbs mentioned so far, it has been seen that the lexical category of adverbs comes from the EL, i.e. English in this case. In the construction of mixed constituents, EL can provide content morphemes. The surface morpheme order of these examples is the empirical proof that Amharic is the source of the ML. In the grammatical configuration set up by Amharic, English content morphemes are occurring freely.

9. Embedded language (EL) islands

In the previous sections, we have been dealing with singly occurring EL (English) elements integrated into the morpho-syntactic frame of the ML (Amharic). In these instances, English nouns, adjectives and adverbs show full integration in the Amharic morpho-syntax. When we look at the English verbs, however, having made no changes in their forms, code-switching in the verbs shows a different process of morphological
integration. Here, the Amharic verbalizer (‘do’ verb) plays a significant role by taking all the necessary ML inflections and making it possible for the EL verb to be well integrated. Now, in this section a different kind of EL incorporation, which is a sequence of more than one EL elements occurring together as a unit in Amharic morpho-syntactic frame, will be focused.

In a situation where the problem of congruence between the grammars of the languages involved in the code-switching appears, this might be the reason behind a speaker’s using an EL island. The differences between the languages at an abstract level often may block accessing an embedded language element in any other way than as a full phrase (Myers-Scotton, 2006:266). There might be different intentions for the speaker to use EL content morphemes. Having those different intentions when speakers encounter insufficient congruence between the two languages grammars, there are different compromise strategies in which speakers can access EL elements. One of these compromise strategies are EL islands.

Though they are framed by the matrix language frame, embedded language islands must show structural dependency to the embedded language. This means that words in an EL island show a hierarchical structure. Just two EL words occurring next to each other in the ML are not necessarily islands (Ibid).

9.1 Classification of the types of EL islands

This section explains how instances of EL islands found in the data are classified. First, they are classified into two major sections named non-formulaic and formulaic expressions. Among the most formulaic expressions may be idioms and proverbs. An idiom is a phrase or clause whose meaning is not the meaning of the sum of its parts.

9.2 Formulaic and non-formulaic expressions

In the data, elements which are described under this classification include adjuncts. They are “add ons” to the main structural/semantic elements of the clause. These may be adverbial phrases or prepositional phrases.

In contrast, formulaic expressions can be classified into speech formulae, idioms and proverbs. Those expressions, which are used in conversations such as sayings, clichés, slangs and some collocations and the like, are speech formulae. Below, different types of phrase instances in the data are presented to show non-formulaic structures.

9.3 Non-formulaic structures (EL adjuncts)

(a) Prepositional phrases

(70) Pay per view that-3MS-called-OBJ type service PROG-PASS-pay-3MS

3MS-PASS-view-AUX
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‘It is viewed by paying for the type of service called pay per view.’

(71) dibsha bi-mät-a i-ḳabbal-中关村-all-ahu bil-şi

hitting if-come-3MS 1S-accept-OBJ-AUX-1S say-2MS

TO THAT EXTENT DEDICATED mä-hon allṣbb-b-h.
to that extent dedicated to-be must-2MS
‘You must be dedicated to the extent if hitting comes, I will accept it.’

(72) DEPENDING ON THE RESULT səw ja-jaz-ꜥw dogmo ji-llak-all.
depending on the result that-hold-OBJ then 3MS-send AUX
‘Depending on the result, the one that holds human will then be sent.’

(b) Adverbial phrases

(73) find bet ka-hed-k jihe rasu AS EVIDENCE j-agolqggl-=all.
justice house if-go-2MS this by itself as evidence 3MS-serves-AUX
‘If you go to the court, it serves as evidence.’

(74) ONCE YOU DECIDE ba-izz-h ṭängad nə-w mä-hed-m-fellig-ꜥw bācca.
once you decide with-this way is-3MS to-go-1S-want-OBJ that is it
‘Once you decide with this is the way that I want to go, that is it.’

(75) ja-SPORT màsrarùt limät-of aj-ta-avɔk-ᵘ-m FOR THAT MATTER.
of-sport infrastructure-PL NEG-PASS-know-ART-NEG for that matter
‘The sport infrastructures were not known for that matter.’

In the instances above (prepositional phrases in (a) and adverbial phrases in (b)), we have observed that adjuncts, which are prepositional phrases and adverbial phrases, are located outside the predicate-argument structure formed by the main verb of the clause. Thus, they only give additional meanings to the structural elements of the clause. However, these are not the only islands found in the data under this category. Noun phrases are also spotted as EL islands.

(c) NP islands

(76) ba-andand dān-h-off laj LACK OF DETERMINATION ji-t-aj-all.
with-some coach-PL on lack of determination 3MS-PASS-see-AUX
‘Lack of determination is seen with some coaches.’

(77) MAN OF THE MATCH ta-bil-şi si-it-morrof dax jil-all.
man of the match PASS-say-2MS when-2MS-selected please feel-AUX
‘It feels good when you are named man of the match.’

(78) GUARD OF HONOUR ja-mi-bal-ꜥw akścibabål nə-w.
guard of honor that-3MS-call-OBJ reception is-3MS
‘It is a reception that is called guard of honor.’

(79) sǐl SPEED OF LIGHT tōšt čini-nqagqr.
about speed of light a bit 1PL-talk
‘Let us talk a bit about speed of light.’

In examples (76)-(79), the EL islands (English noun phrases), which are lack of
determination, man of the match, guard of honor and speed of light are well formed in
English. Though these EL islands are well formed in the EL (English) structure as a unit,
all of them are well integrated in the structure of the ML (Amharic) in all the instances they
appear.

9.4 EL formulaic expressions

Having looked at the non-formulaic expressions, let us turn to formulaic structures. In
this category, EL islands appear in the form of noun phrases, which are collocations. These
are combinations of words which often occur side by side as a single phrase. In this
category, in all the instances only EL morpheme is used, not even a single word from the
ML appears in the islands. Since the occurrence of one word activates that of the other,
therefore, these cases seem to be more formulaic than the instances in the previous category.
In addition to this, different kinds of speech formulae are also found. These are various
expressions used in conversation to make our speech organized. They can also facilitate
free and easy flow of ideas in conversation.

(a) NPs (collocations)

(80) ja-biharawi budin GOAL KEEPER nəbbər-u.
of-national team goal keeper was-Polite

‘He was the national team’s goalkeeper.’

(81) jihe POTENTIAL AREA ja-mi-bal-əw nə-w.
this potential area that-3MS-call-OBJ is-3MS

‘This is what is called potential area.’

(82) NATIONAL TEAM laj alla-hu.
national team on present-1S

‘I am in the national team.’

(83) CROSS COUNTRY nə-w ja-rot-ku-t.
cross country is-3MS that-run-1S-OBJ

‘It is cross-country that I have run.’

The instances given above (80)-(83) are collocations, displaying situations in which a
common grouping of words is used. The elements of EL islands regularly appear together
as a unit to transmit some meaning. The meaning of such combinations is realized by the
meaning of its components. Besides, the expressions above show structural dependency
allowing no inclusion of ML element in between them. As a result, they appear as a single
unit.

(b) Speech formulae

The following EL islands in (84)-(87), are instances of speech formulae, which are found
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in the data of this research.

(84) **YOU KNOW** ɨlant ɨ-nəbbər-əw ɛwəta.
You know yesterday that-was-3MS game
‘You know the game that was yesterday.’

(85) **WHY NOT** wədə ʔaccɨr ʀiːtət ma-wəd?
why not to short distance to-go down
‘Why not go down to short distance?’

(86) **OF COURSE** gəna bɨzu jal-tə-sər-u sira-wəff all-u.
of course yet many NEG-PASS-do-3PL work-PL found-3PL
‘Of course there are many undone works yet.’

(87) **BY THE WAY** Ɋa-zare-w-in ɛwəta ba-tamalakkə ingida
by the way of-today-ACC game on-concerning guest
ini-gabbiz-all-ən.
1PL-invite-AUX-1PL
‘By the way, concerning the today’s game we will invite a guest.’

The EL islands shown in the instances above are referred to as speech formulae. These are expressions used in organizing discourse to convey the speaker’s attitude to other participants and also to facilitate the flow of interaction (Cowie, 2001:1). As it has been shown in the instances, speech formulae is used to depict such functions. Expressions in the instances are used as a single unit there by displaying structural dependency.

Idioms and proverbs were not seen in the data of this research. Thus, they were not described in the analysis.

So far, we have been dealing with EL islands that are displayed in the Amharic/English code-switched utterances. All the instances support the theories made by the MLF model.

### 10. Discussion on the patterns of code-switching in the Amharic Media

The objective of this research is to find out the types of code-switching which are found in the Amharic media and to explore the patterns of code-switching by using the matrix language frame model. Hence, from the analysis of the data three types of code-switching are found in the Amharic sport, science and technology, and medical science media. These are tag switching, inter-sentential code-switching, and intra-sentential code-switching. This finding seems to echo Muysken’s (2003) which deals with the types of code-switching.

#### 10.1 Tag switches

As it has clearly been elaborated in the analysis of this study, the Amharic media language use comprises this type of code-switching. In the analysis, the journalists in the Amharic media are found to use this type of code-switching called tag switching for different purposes.

*Macrolinguistics* (2022)
10.2 Inter-sentential switching

This type of code-switching does not frequently occur in the Amharic media. While using inter-sentential code-switching type, a speaker switches from one language to another between different sentences. Therefore, when such type of code-switching occurs, the utterance of the speaker is divided into two different languages. As we have seen in the analysis of the data, in this case, one of the languages is Amharic while the other is English. Hence, the utterance may begin in a complete Amharic sentence, and then followed by a complete English sentence. This seems to back up the assertion by Kebeya (2013:228) who implies when intra-sentential code-switching occurs the speech of an individual is divided into two sentences, one sentence will be in one language while the other sentence will be in a totally different language.

10.3 Intra-sentential switching

This type of code-switching occurs within the same clause or sentence boundary. Here, the code-switching segment must confirm to the structural system of the recipient language. This type of code-switching may occur in the beginning, in the middle and at the end of a sentence. Hence, the analysis of the data confirmed that there is the occurrence of intra-sentential code-switching in the language use of the Amharic media. Therefore, the analysis of the examples in this regard was focused on the bilingual clause. This is to mean that its focus is on a clause comprising one or more morphemes from more than one language.

10.4 Patterns of occurrence of English adjectives

The analysis of the data also explored the different patterns of code-switching in the Amharic media. By using the matrix language frame model the study identified the two particular principles named (1) the morpheme order principle, and (2) the system morpheme principle. In the analysis, we have seen different patterns of English adjectives occurring in Amharic. The morpho-syntactic patterns of the adjectives in the bilingual clauses in the above examples show the acceptability of the MLF model, and demonstrate that it is Amharic that supplies the morpho-syntactic frame for the ML + EL constituents. As is clearly shown in the examples, all the English adjectives embedded in Amharic follow the surface morpheme order of Amharic. As a result, it is a confirmation that supports the morpheme order principle (MOP). Both the modifiers, i.e., demonstrative pronouns and quantifiers, are Amharic system morphemes, which are used to modify the English content morpheme adjective. Thus, the occurrence of the system morphemes from Amharic proves that Amharic is the ML.

10.5 Code-switching patterns of nominal constituents

In the data analysis, we have also seen different examples to show grammatical patterns of nominal constituents. The morpho-syntactic patterns of the examples presented
correspond with the principles of the MLF hypothesis. The mixed constituents analyzed in the instances from the data follow the syntactic order of Amharic. Consequently, it is logical to say it is congruent with the MOP. There are noticeable instances that can lead to this. First, in all the examples the clauses follow the Amharic word order. The Amharic word order is SOV, which is different from SVO of English word order. Second, the Amharic definite marker, which is a bound morpheme, is a suffix on the noun (N + ART). Contrary to this, the pattern in English is ART + N where the article is a content morpheme. In addition, the Amharic definite marker takes gender category, which we cannot see in English, can be seen as typical of Amharic. Furthermore, all the system morphemes are from Amharic. There is nowhere in the examples that we can see English system morphemes used. As a result, it can be evidence that the instances correspond with the SMP.

It is seen in the above instances that Amharic is the one that provides the system morphemes: plural markers, definite articles and possessive markers. These three are system morphemes used with the embedded language content morphemes (English nouns in this case). This pattern can be a proof that Amharic the ML, which further proves that it is the one that provides the morpho-syntactic frame for the ML + EL constituents.

10.6 Code-switching patterns of adverbs

In the analysis of patterns of code-switching of the adverbs, it is found that the English adverbs are code-switched in the Amharic bilingual clauses. As it has clearly been mentioned in the MLF model, that content morphemes come from the EL because these morphemes are those either assign or receive thematic roles. In the bilingual constituents, all the adverbs are from English, which is the EL. The surface morpheme order of the above instances can confirm that Amharic is the source of the ML. In the grammatical patterns of the instances, the English content morphemes (adverbs) are well integrated into the Amharic morpho-syntactic frame. Thus, this confirms that the above instances support MOP. In addition, all the system morphemes in the bilingual clauses are from Amharic, which also maintains the SMP. When considering the roles of the two languages, Amharic provides the morpho-syntactic frame and all the system morphemes required, and English, on the other hand, contributes content morphemes only. Hence, it is possible to say that Amharic is the source of the ML whereas English is the EL.

10.7 Embedded language islands

In the analysis of the data, the occurrence of embedded language islands of prepositional phrases, adverbial phrases and noun phrases is found. In all the instances, the phrase structures are well formed in the embedded language (English) grammar; however, it doesn’t fit into the morpheme order of the matrix language (Amharic) grammar. This finding seems to be confirmed by Myers-Scotton (2006:261) who states that they are
constituents comprising only EL morphemes which occur in a bilingual clause as phrases not full clauses that are framed by the ML. Thus, this finding may serve as evidence of embedded language islands in the Amharic/English code-switching data. This finding is in harmony with that of Myers-Scotton (2002:141) which says adverbial phrases are major type of embedded language island. In addition to this, in the analysis of this study the occurrence of collocation and speech formulae was also manifested. These combinations of words often occur side by side as a single phrase. They are used to make one’s speech more organized and to facilitate the free flow of ideas. These expressions, which occur as a single unit, show structural dependency and forbid inclusion of matrix language elements in between them. Hence, evidences of embedded language islands in the Amharic/English code-switching seem to be confirmed in the analysis.

One of the key findings in the analysis of this research is the appearance of the three different types of code-switching, namely tag switching, inter-sentential code-switching, and intra-sentential type of code-switching which are found in the Amharic media language use. Moreover, in the analysis it is found that in the language use in the Amharic media, there are different patterns of code-switching from English to Amharic.

In the analysis of Amharic-English code-switching, English elements of different parts of speech are discussed. As a result of the analysis, it is found that the morpho-syntactic patterns of mixed nominal expressions conform with the matrix language hypothesis. The two basic principles of the matrix language hypothesis are validated in the collected data. The mixed constituents, which are of Amharic and English mixture, seem to follow the syntactic order of Amharic. As a result, they confirm the morpheme order principle. A common instance is the occurrence of the Amharic definite marker after English nouns while it occurs in a reverse order in English. In addition, Amharic plural markers, quantifiers and possessive markers are used when English nouns are embedded in Amharic. Hence, this confirms that Amharic is the matrix language, which is the source of the morpho-syntactic frame for the mixed constituents in which the Amharic system morphemes appear without any restriction.

When English verbs are embedded in mixed constituents, they are likely to appear as single lexical items with no English language inflections attached to them. Thus, while English verbal forms occur in the mixed constituents, Amharic supplies the ‘do verb’ occurring after the stems to attach the inflections to them.

Regarding embedded language islands, they are constituents consisting only of embedded language morphemes well formed in the embedded language and occurring in the matrix language frame. Both formulaic and non-formulaic expressions have been found to come from English.

Although there is a growing influence of English on Amharic, and we have seen certain
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consequences of code-switching in the Amharic media language use, there is no evidence that indicates contact-induced changes in the syntactic domain of Amharic. Furthermore, it is shown in the data that Amharic is the matrix language and is quite resistant against any changes of its basic word order. Thus, it is seen that the influence of English has only been noticed on lexical level. Generally, it can be concluded that the matrix language model is able to describe the Amharic-English code-switching patterns studied.

This study has made an effort to understand the language contact situation through the analysis of English-Amharic code-switching with a structural approach. The data of the research is focused on language use of the Amharic media on sport, science and technology, and medical science. A study with more semantic fields included could have generated an additional understanding of the matter under investigation. However, it does not mean that the instances presented in the data of this research are not reliable but indicates that a different sequence discernible in the findings of this study could be found.

Abbreviations

1 1st person NEG Negative
2 2nd person OBJ Object
3 3rd person PASS Passive
ART Article PDEM Demonstrative Pronoun
ACC Accusative PL Plural
AUX Auxiliary POSS Possessive
DEF Definite PP Preposition
F Feminine PROG Progressive
M Masculine QUANT Quantifier
NOM Nominalizer S Singular
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